Translated Children’s Books from Japan

Recommended for AFCC 2016 Library and Festival Bookstore

Note: Each section below (YA, middle grade, picture book) is arranged with highly recommended titles first. Feel free to send questions to averuyudagawa@yahoo.com.

Young Adult

* Mildred L. Batchelder Award Winner
* Hans Christian Andersen Award Winning Author
* AFCC 2016 Japan: Country of Focus Translator

* Mildred L. Batchelder Honor Winner
* Hans Christian Andersen Award Winning Author
* AFCC 2016 Japan: Country of Focus Translator

* AFCC 2016 Japan: Country of Focus Translator

* AFCC 2016 Japan: Country of Focus Translator

* AFCC 2016 Japan: Country of Focus Author (Thompson), Translator (Udagawa)

* Mildred L. Batchelder Award Winner


**Middle Grade**


*Mildred L. Batchelder Award Winner
*Boston Globe-Horn Book Award Winner
*AFCC 2016 Japan: Country of Focus Translator


*AFCC 2016 Japan: Country of Focus Translator


*AFCC 2016 Japan: Country of Focus (Yuko Takesako, Chihiro Museum)

Picture Books

*AFCC 2016 Japan: Country of Focus Author


*AFCC 2016 Japan: Country of Focus Author

Note: Books in this series are also sold individually.


*AFCC 2016 Japan: Country of Focus Translator


*AFCC 2016 Japan: Country of Focus Translator


*2015 Gelette Burgess Award Winner for Best Multicultural Book
